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Contingency fobles ore used to exomine the
relotionship belween two gualitative or
cotegonícol voriobles.

For example,
consider the hypotheticol experiment on the
effecÌiveness of eorly childhood interrrention
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lf ,n" cotumns are¡9!
contingent on the rows,
then the rows then the
column frequencies are
independent froru errch
other.
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The table shows that people in the experimental
condition werÐ more llkely to graduate lhan were
subjects in the oontrol condition,

Thus, thocdumna pêrson is in (graduated or
failed to graduate) is cont¡ngentupon (depends on) the row
the person is in (experimental or control)
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The TEST of whether the
columns are contingent on the
rows is called the

Chi square test of
independence.



The first task in computing the chi square
test of independence is to compute the
expected frequenay lbr eaoh cell with the assumption of
independenoe.

ln other words, we are assuming that the
two variables (graduation and intervention)
are independenf from eaoh other, or not linked.
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probab¡l¡ty of be¡ns both
experimental AND Graduated

Expected frequency
of people being bolh
experimental AND =Graduated

Once the erpected cell frequencies are computed, it ls
convenlent to enter them lnûo the orlglnal talrle ås shown bclorv. The
erpcßted ftequcncle¡ arc ln parentheler.
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OR

Expected Frequency of Any Cell in a
Contingenqy Table

1. = gçe-+eÀ St"+u*'¡
\\ùerÈ. r: row total
c : colunn total
11 
: total number of obseruations
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Warm Up Chi Sq Day 1
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The probability of flipping a head when a coin is tossed is 0.5 or 50% ?

What is the probability of flipping two coins and getting a head on each?
)

Now we'll flip one coin and roll one die. What is the probability of flipping a tail and getting a six?
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The probobilily of being in the experinr,entql group is

The probobility of someone groducting in the somple is

The probability of being BOTH in thø experimentql group ond o gnoduote is:

lrlow thot we know the probobility of bøing in both grouPs is 

- 

, how mony students

would we expecl to be q groduote frorn the experirnentol group?
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